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Ins and Outs of Sirolimus in LAM
BY FRANK MCCORMACK, MD, LAM FOUNDATION SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR

T

he MILES Trial demonstrated that the
mTOR inhibitor sirolimus stabilizes
lung function decline in patients with
LAM, and many patients are taking the
drug or are considering beginning treatment.
LAM Clinics receive many calls about the
approach to sirolimus use, and we thought
it might be helpful to review the basics.
Like all drugs, sirolimus has side effects and risks, so it is
important to be certain of the diagnosis before starting long term
therapy. Using an algorithm that includes the European Respiratory
Guidelines, serum VEGF-D and transbronchial biopsy, more than
80% of patients with LAM can be confidently diagnosed without
having to undergo surgical lung biopsy. In patients who have a
diagnosis of ‘probable LAM’ based on ERS criteria, meaning that
the CT of the chest is compatible with LAM but that no other
clues such as elevated serum VEGF-D, an angiomyolipoma or
tuberous sclerosis are present, a transbronchial or biopsy via VATS
may be considered for the purpose of definitively establishing the
diagnosis before starting treatment.
Who should consider taking sirolimus? LAM patients who
are symptomatic are candidates, as are patients with an FEV1
of 70% of predicted or less, the threshold for enrollment in the
MILES Trial. Many LAM experts also treat patients who have
lung damage that is extensive enough to produce abnormal lung
function based on lung volumes (such as an elevated residual
volume consistent with air trapping) or diffusing capacity, even
when FEV1 is normal. There are data from a few smaller series
that chylous effusions respond very well to sirolimus, and many
LAM doctors now consider mTOR inhibitors first line therapy
for this problem.

It is very useful to record and, if possible, to plot FEV1 (in
liters, milliliters or % predicted) measurements over time (see
figure). Trends in lung function decline are helpful in making
treatment decisions. For instance, if lung function has been
stable or only declining a little for several years (such as 30-40
milliliters FEV1 per year), perhaps observation without treatment
would be the best approach for a while. However, if lung function
is declining by 150 milliliters per year and has now reached the
abnormal range (70% of predicted), perhaps the drug should be
started. Once drug treatment has begun, watching FEV1 trends
to be sure that the sirolimus dose used is adequate to hold lung
function stable is important.
Treatment of patients who have low normal lung function,
but who are declining rapidly (e.g., those with an FEV1 of 80% of
predictive who are losing 100 cc of FEV1 per year), is controversial
but many of us also consider early treatment in this subgroup to
prevent progression (see figure).
A lab panel should be sent before the drug is started, including
a fasting lipid profile, complete blood count, AST, ALT, urinalysis
and renal panel.
The starting dose in the MILES Trial was 2mg per day.
However, many physicians currently prefer to start sirolimus at 1
mg per day. A study in Japan reported that in most patients, that
dose is adequate to maintain stability in lung function, and that
it is well tolerated. Some patients seem to require higher doses to
maintain lung function stability, however. Sirolimus levels should
be obtained at 2-3 weeks after starting the drug or changing the
dose, and targeted to levels between about 2 and 7 ng/ml. The
blood should be drawn as a trough level, without interrupting the
dosing schedule, 24±4 hours after the last dose. For this reason,
the best approach is usually to routinely take the drug at a uniform
CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ›
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time early in the day, such as 9 am, so that the trough level can
be drawn early or mid day during clinic visits.
The lab panel above should be repeated at least every three
months, together with a sirolimus level.
Serum VEGF-D should be obtained at baseline and
consideration given to annual monitoring. In the MILES Trial,
higher serum VEGF-D (>600-800 pg/ml) predicted greater FEV1
decline without treatment and a more robust treatment response
for those patients receiving sirolimus. We are interested in the
concept that serum VEGF-D levels could someday be used as
a marker of adequate dosing; that is, it may tell us if 1 mg per
day is adequate to fully suppress the mTOR pathway, or if 2
mg per day is required. Further studies are needed before this
latter use of VEGF-D could be broadly recommended, however.
At a minimum, lung function tests should be measured
every six months in patients taking sirolimus or considering
taking sirolimus. We generally measure post bronchodilator
spirometry, lung volumes and diffusing capacity, six minute walk
every 6-12 months, with postbronchodilator spirometry (only)
in between at 3-6 month intervals, respectively.
Mouth ulcers are a common side effect, but are usually
manageable and self-limited on the low doses of sirolimus
suggested above. When painful, they can be treated with Orabase
(dab on ulcer with applicator), Magic Mouthwash (equal parts
simethicone, Benadryl, and lidocaine; swish and spit 10 ml,
3-4 times per day) or Sucralfate (5-10 ml, 3-4 times per day).
Elevations in cholesterol can be addressed with diet or statin
therapy, based on available guidelines (ATP IV). Swelling in
the lower extremities may respond to compressive hose. Acne
is usually mild and can be treated with typical topical agents
such as benzoyl peroxide. We usually hold mTOR inhibitors
for fever of any cause when the temperature exceeds 101°F.
The drug should be stopped for a one week period before and
after any procedure requiring optimal wound healing, including
incisions involving stitches, dermabrasion and tooth extractions.
Problems with irregular menstruation and ovarian cysts can
develop but do not usually require intervention or withholding
the drug. Sunscreen and hats should be worn since sirolimus
can promote skin cancers. Development of a latent malignancy
(such as a lymphoma several years after starting sirolimus) is
a theoretical risk with all immunosuppressive agents, though
never reported with sirolimus taken as monotherapy at low
doses, to our knowledge. Sirolimus pneumonitis is a lung injury

caused by the drug that can become serious. It is unusual in
patients on low dose monotherapy (we did not see sirolimus
pneumonitis in MILES or CAST Trials, but it may have affected
2 of 66 patients in the MSTLS Trial in Japan). Manifestations
can include cough, fever, shortness of breath, and abnormalities
on the chest x-ray or CT. The symptoms and the lung injury
generally resolve when the drug is held. Patients on sirolimus
cannot take live vaccines, such as Flumyst/Fluenz, measles/
mumps/rubella, varicella, yellow fever, but other flu vaccines
and pneumonia vaccines are safe.
Sirolimus is generally well tolerated and safe, especially at
the low doses that we are using in LAM. The LAM Foundation
is developing web-based materials to assist patients and LAM
clinic personnel with administration of the drug.			
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Sirolimus is generally well tolerated and
safe, especially at the low doses that we
are using in LAM.

days

This patient was a marathon runner with an FEV1 that was declining
by about 200 milliliters per year until sirolimus was started. Perhaps
starting the drug earlier could have preserved lung function.
The LAM Foundation attempts to verify the accuracy of information
regarding LAM Clinics and health care providers. The Foundation does
not guarantee and is not responsible for the accuracy of information
or the quality of medical care received at any institution, clinic, or by
a medical provider listed on their website. The LAM Foundation is
not liable for any damages that may result from the use of their site
Neither The LAM Foundation nor any staff member is qualified or
intended to serve as a source of medical advice. All material contained
or referenced on their website, including health- or medical-related
materials, is for informational purposes only. Always seek the advice
of a qualified health provider with any questions you may have
regarding a medical condition.
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International LAM Conference: Clinical Science Overview
BY MEILAN HAN, MD, MS, LAM CLINIC DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MI.

There were five general clinical themes covered during the scientific sessions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Patient registries and a new funding mechanism (PCORI).
Clinical trial designs and unique regulatory aspects with studying a rare disease like LAM.
Biomarkers and “phenotypes” and how they can explain findings in diseases.
New clinical trials and drugs for LAM.
Lung transplants in LAM patients and the unique challenges.

REGISTRIES

C

NOVEL CLINICAL TRIAL DESIGNS

David Rodman, MD, a pulmonologist who now works for a
pharmaceutical company in the area of cystic fibrosis (CF),
discussed the concept of “n of 1” trials. Dr. Rodman described
his success in leading the successful approval of ivacaftor for
CF, a breakthrough drug for one subtype of the disease. We
wanted to understand his expertise in studying a drug in a very
small patient population – how do you develop the drugs, how
do you design clinical trials in a population with small numbers,
and how do you get them through the FDA?
Dr. Rodman described the “n of 1” trial where a patient
serves as his/her own control. A randomized control study where
patients are randomized to either study drug or placebo is still the
gold standard when it comes to clinical trial designs, but these
types of studies are difficult to do when there are small numbers
of patients who are eligible to be enrolled in a study. He also
described a method called adaptive design. It is a sophisticated
statistical analysis method that allows one to access response
to therapy as the clinical trial is going on as opposed to at the
end. While neither of these two methods is perfect, they do
provide a means of allowing us to do scientifically rigorous trials
PATIENT CENTERED OUTCOMES RESEARCH INSTITUTE (PCORI) in very small patient populations, which is clearly what we are
Pamela Williams, JD, PhD, RN, from the University of Arkansas for dealing with in LAM.
Medical Science, has expertise in community-based participatory
research. She discussed her experience with gaining funding from REGULATORY ASPECTS TO NEW DRUG DEVELOPMENT IN LAM
the Patient Centered Outcome Research Institute (PCORI). Eugene Sullivan, MD, from EJS Consulting, has been involved
PCORI is a funding body that is patient focused, where patients with The LAM Foundation for many years and previously worked
are stakeholders and their questions are actively solicited to be for the FDA as deputy director for the pulmonary division. He
included in the research focus for a project.
reviewed some of the regulatory issues surrounding obtaining
Pamela’s grant from PCORI resulted in designing a Investigational New Drug (IND) approval from the FDA to be
photovoice study to establish patient disease burden in Alpha-1 able to test a new drug in humans.
antitrypsin deficiency through pictures. She recommended a
For the LAM community, instead of trying new drugs, in
possible PCORI project for the LAM community would be to many cases we are “repurposing” drugs that are already marketed
try to understand the impact of reclassifying LAM as “cancer” for a different use. These particular drugs may be exempt from
on patients due to the emotional impact, insurance implications, the “IND” approval process if the drug is lawfully marketed in the
and resource availability.

SCIENCE

harlie Strange, MD, from the Medical University of South
Carolina, has done a lot of work in rare lung diseases. He
is the director of the Alpha-1 Foundation Research Registry and
presented lessons learned from his work on this registry. It is
clear that registries are not easy and that they take an intense
amount of work, typically requiring the support of a dedicated
coordinator. There are also complicated regulations to be followed
to protect the privacy of patients. And they are not cheap to
develop or maintain.
However, the information gathered in a registry can be
valuable for a lot of different reasons. It can be used to identify
potential patients for clinical trials. It can also be used to
conduct natural history studies. For example, it can be used to
answer the questions, “What happens to women on rapamycin
compared to women not taking the drug?”
Dr. Strange emphasized that it is important to think broadly
about which aspects of data to include in a registry. He included
clinical and physiological information in the Alpha 1 registry as
well as imaging. We look forward to using expertise from Dr.
Strange and others in developing a comprehensive LAM registry.
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United States, the investigation is not intended to support a new
indication for a drug or change in advertising of the drug, and the
investigation does not involve a different route of administration
or patient population that would significantly alter risk associated
with use of the drug. This would be very beneficial for the LAM
community in eliminating the need for the investigators to submit
an IND application before beginning a clinical trial.
BIOMARKERS

SCIENCE

Daniel Hayes, MD, a breast cancer oncologist at the University
of Michigan, has done a lot of work in the science of biomarkers.
The term “biomarker” can have many meanings but most typically
refers to a test that aids with diagnosis of disease or in predicting
response to treatment or clinical outcome. One of the biomarkers
we have in LAM is VEGF-D, which is a diagnostic biomarker
but may also have utility in measuring response to treatment.
One of the things Dr. Hayes shared from his experience
in breast cancer is that there are three essential components
of a biomarker test that needs to be in place for the test to be
successful. The biomarker test must have analytic validity, meaning
it must be accurate and reproducible. The test must have clinical
validity such that it can separate patients in a meaningful way.
And the test must have clinical utility where patient outcomes
are improved with the use of the biomarker.
PHENOTYPES IN COPD: LESSON FOR LAM

Steven Rennard, MD, from the University of Nebraska Medical
Center, is an expert in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD). He reviewed the process of phenotype development,
also known as subgroups, in COPD. In LAM we have several
phenotypes. Some women will have chylous effusions and some will
not, some will have AMLs and some will not, and some will have a
slow disease progression while some will have a rapid progression.
He gave two examples in COPD. There is a new drug
called Roflumilast for COPD patients that did not have clinical
effect in all COPD patients. However, when they went back
and looked at the data, the drug did seem to help those COPD
patients who had chronic bronchitis. In a follow-up study only
in COPD patients with chronic bronchitis, they found the
drug was effective. Dr. Rennard also talked about lung volume
reduction surgery, which also helps a select group of emphysema
patients. In both of these cases, he showed how a retrospective
subgroup analysis of response to therapy could lead to further
prospective studies in select subgroups of patients. The difficulty
in translating this method to LAM is that we have significantly
fewer patients with LAM than there are patients with COPD.
LYMPHATIC IMAGING

Maxim Itkin, MD, an interventional radiologist from Children’s
Hospital of Pennsylvania, addressed lymphatic imaging. One of
the challenges we have had for many years in LAM is what to do
about chylous effusions and chylous ascites. Dr. Itkin has developed
methodologies to actively image and intervene in the lymphatic
4

system. He has developed techniques to treat lymphatic leaks
that lead to chylous effusions with thoracic duct embolization.
For patients who have persistent buildup of chyle, this may be a
highly specialized treatment option to explore with their physician.
CLINICAL TRIALS

The everolimus study was presented by Hilary Goldberg, MD, from
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. Twenty-four women
were treated with everolimus in an “open-label,” non-randomized
study. They did see improvements at 26 weeks in FEV1 and the
six-minute walk distance. The most common adverse events
were mouth ulcers, headache, peripheral edema, and diarrhea.
Jeanine D’Armiento, MD, from Columbia University Medical
Center, and Charlie Strange, MD, have received funding to look
at a compound known as Imatinib or Gleevec in LAM. This
is another example of repurposing a drug for a new indication.
Tyrosine-kinase inhibitors are used to treat several types of
cancers. Data from Dr. D’Armiento’s lab suggests it may work
in LAM. They have a small pilot trial funded by the Department
of Defense. Patients on sirolimus will be allowed to participate
in the study, and the primary outcome measure will be looking
at changes in VEGF-D levels. They will be enrolling primarily
at Columbia University.
Kai-Feng Xu, MD, from Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, presented clinical characteristics of LAM in Chinese
women, as well as data on VEGF-D, sirolimus, and survival in
China. He currently has about 300 LAM patients registered
in his network.
TRANSPLANT

We had a small panel discussion with MeiLan Han, MD,
University of Michigan, Dan Dilling, MD, Loyola University
Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, and Robert Kotloff, MD,
University of Pennsylvania Medical Center, about lung transplant
issues for LAM patients. The lung allocation scoring for LAM
patients was discussed, as this impacts which patients get called
for a transplant. Dr. Kotloff shared data that showed, for the
most part, that there have been very few deaths of LAM patients
waiting for transplants and there is good post-transplant survival.
However, in some cases, appeals may be required.
Sirolimus is a drug used in transplant and there is a
lot of data showing that sirolimus used directly after a lung
transplant surgery can be harmful for wound healing, leading
to complications such as bronchial dehiscence (unraveling of
sutures). It is not clear if LAM patients can use sirolimus up
until the time of their surgery or if they need to stop using it for
a certain amount of time prior. As a LAM community, we need
to gather data on patients who were on sirolimus at the time of
their transplant surgery and look at their outcomes. Anecdotal
evidence suggests we may be able to safely continue the use
of sirolimus up to the time of transplant; however, transplant
centers appear to vary widely in what they will allow.
WWW.THELAMFOUNDATION.ORG

International LAM Conference: Basic Science Overview
BY MARC ACHEN, PHD, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND PROGRAM HEAD AT THE PETER MACCALLUM CANCER CENTRE IN
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

There were a range of challenges that the
basic science presentations addressed
during this meeting:
1. Highlight research that identifies new
therapeutic targets for LAM.
2. Highlight research generating better
animal models of LAM.
3. Build awareness of LAM among top
researchers.

T

LYMPHATIC BIOLOGY

Guillermo Oliver, PhD, from St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital,
Memphis, is one of the world leaders in developmental biology of the
lymphatics. If we understand how lymphatics develop and function,
we will be better able to deal with abnormalities of lymphatic
vessels in LAM. Dr. Oliver showed how lymphatics develop in
the embryo and, importantly, how their function is maintained
in adults, which may guide us toward new therapeutic targets for
LAM. Dr. Oliver has became fascinated by LAM as a consequence
of the meeting, which bodes well for building awareness of
LAM in the developmental biology research community.
Steven Proulx, PhD, and Michael Detmar, MD, both from the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, have developed
important new techniques for visualizing lymphatics in vivo, a
live setting. Dr. Proulx presented elegant images of lymphatics
in mice that were superior in quality to anything seen before.
Eventually this technology may provide improved approaches
for visualizing lymphatic vessels in LAM patients. Further,
Maxim Itkin, MD, from the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,
presented novel surgical approaches he has developed for the
repair of damaged lymphatic vessels in humans that may prove
relevant to LAM in the future (see Clinical Science Overview
by Dr. MeiLan Han for further information). Finally, Stanley
Rockson, MD, from the Stanford University School of Medicine,

MOLECULAR SIGNALING IN LAM CELLS

There was a significant focus on different classes of molecules
that might be therapeutic targets in LAM. Chenggang Li, PhD,
from Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, reported that loss of
TSC2, which can lead to LAM, also leads to aberrant expression
and accumulation of regulators of prostaglandin biosynthesis. This
finding supports the potential use of prostaglandin metabolites
as biomarkers of disease severity, and development of inhibitors
of prostaglandin biosynthesis as therapeutic options for LAM
patients. Hilaire Lam, PhD, also from Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, Boston, explored microRNAs that are induced by
rapamycin treatment in LAM cell models. MicroRNAs are
small RNA molecules that repress gene expression and can play
critical roles in cell growth, survival, and metastasis. This study
revealed multiple microRNAs that might promote cell survival in
response to rapamycin, and therefore be targets for therapeutic
intervention in LAM.
Alexey Tyryshkin, PhD, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston,
reported that the Src kinase is activated in human LAM lungs
and that a Src inhibitor can reduce the oncogenic and metastatic
potential of LAM cells in model systems, suggesting that Src
may be a therapeutic target in LAM. Gunnar Norstedt, MD,
PhD, from the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden,
discussed his finding that TSC2 controls the level of prolactin
receptors in tumor cells – inactivation of TSC2 led to higher
levels of these receptors, resulting in increased cell proliferation
in response to prolactin. These results indicate that the role of
prolactin in LAM warrants further investigation.
A key feature of LAM cells is hyperactivation of the mTOR
protein resulting from mutation in TSC genes. Reuben Shaw,
MD, from the Salk Institute for Biological Sciences in San Diego,
presented an overview of the transition from bench to bedside
for therapeutics targeting mTOR. His work on the metabolic

SCIENCE

hese challenges were emphasized in a thought-provoking
general overview provided by Frank McCormack, MD,
University of Cincinnati, at the start of the meeting. He also
discussed the importance of improved approaches to clinical trials
for LAM, as well as better biomarkers and imaging technologies.
The basic science presentations are briefly summarized below,
with an emphasis on how these presentations addressed key
challenges.

California, provided a comprehensive and visionary overview of
progress and future challenges in lymphatic biology relating to
LAM and other diseases such as lymphedema.
These talks on the lymphatic vessels brought together
important and related themes – a better understanding of how
lymphatics develop and function, a better way of visualizing them,
and new surgical approaches for repairing them when they are
damaged. The combination of these insights may be powerful, in
the setting of LAM, for facilitating surgery or other therapeutic
approaches to repair damaged or irregular lymphatic vessels.
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aspects of this signaling system suggests that drugs that mimic
low energy levels in the cell, such as metformin, may work to
lower mTOR activity. The discovery that this age-old medicine
may have anti-cancer properties in addition to its widely known
anti-diabetic properties is now an area of intense investigation,
and the therapeutic relevance to LAM is an important issue.
Autophagy involves degradation of unnecessary or
dysfunctional cellular components. Elizabeth Henske, MD,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, made the point that
induction of autophagy by rapamycin and its analogues (rapalogs)
is a pro-survival event that limits therapeutic efficacy by inducing
metabolic dormancy. Hence there is a Phase I clinical trial being
conducted in which autophagy and mTORC1 are both being
targeted. Dr. Henske discussed new experimental data suggesting
that by averting metabolic dormancy, and inducing cytocidal
rather than cytostatic responses, rapalog-independent therapies
may lead to more complete and durable clinical responses for
LAM. Marina Holz, PhD, Yeshiva University, New York, further
explored the theme that rapalogs may induce upregulation
of autophagy causing the therapy to be only partly effective.
She reported a study investigating the use of rapamycin in
combination with resveratrol, a naturally occurring polyphenol,
in TSC2-deficient cells. The inclusion of resveratrol blocked
the rapamycin-induced upregulation of autophagy and restored
inhibition of the signaling molecule Akt, and the combination
treatment selectively promoted apoptosis of TSC2-deficient cells.
The treatment also restricted lung metastases following tail vein
injection in mice. These findings provide further support for
the clinical potential of combination rapamycin and resveratrol
treatment in LAM.
Interferon-gamma has been investigated for its antiproliferative and pro-apoptotic properties in the development
of novel therapies for LAM, and the protein STAT3 has also
been proposed as a potential therapeutic target. Vera Krymskaya,
PhD, University of Pennsylvania, reported a preclinical study
that examined the potential therapeutic effects of interferongamma and a STAT3 inhibitor in comparison to rapamycin on
the growth of TSC2-null lesions in mice. Rapamycin treatment
reduced tumor size, as expected, whereas interferon-gamma
treatment did not. The STAT3 inhibitor reduced tumor growth,
emphasizing STAT3 as a potential therapeutic target in LAM.
Hongbing Zhang, MD, PhD, Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, focused on mTOR and how it regulates growth; his
work has enhanced our understanding of this molecule in healthy
tissues and disease, which may indicate novel therapeutic
strategies in LAM.

ANIMAL MODELS OF LAM

Kwok-Kin Wong, MD, PhD, Harvard Medical School, Boston,
reported elegant approaches for genetically engineering mice so that
they develop different types of lung cancer. His strategy involves
focusing on genes for known lung cancer-relevant oncogenic
drivers. The mouse models facilitate the understanding of primary
and acquired resistance mechanisms to novel therapeutics. The
strategy he presented may prove useful in development of animal
models of LAM. Stephen Hammes, MD, PhD, University of
Rochester Medical Center, reported a new mouse model of LAM
based on knocking out TSC2 expression almost exclusively in
the uterus. Importantly, over 50 percent of older mice developed
smooth-muscle TSC2 null tumors in the lungs. These results
indicate that, at least in mice, myometrial tumors in the lungs
can originate from the uterus. This mouse model may improve
our understanding of both LAM and leiomyomas, thus leading
to novel therapeutic strategies.
FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS

Genomic studies to identify genes that drive diseases such as
cancer are central to modern basic research and to approaches for
personalized medicine. Jeffrey Kern, MD, University of Colorado,
Denver, has used systems biology approaches combined with
analysis of expression data to determine all the essential kinase
proteins that drive cell proliferation and survival in pulmonary
adenocarcinoma (a type of lung cancer). These studies exemplify
the power of a bioinformatics-driven discovery strategy for essential
cancer survival genes and allows for drug repurposing that can
be generalized to other diseases such as LAM.
Overall, we gained much insight into potential new
therapeutic targets, improved animal models, genomics
approaches, and novel imaging technologies from the Basic
Science component of the conference. Importantly, there is
no doubt that the conference enhanced awareness of LAM
in the research community – Dr. Oliver and Dr. Proulx are
two examples of fundamental research scientists who made it
absolutely clear that the conference greatly stimulated their
interest in LAM. Hence I believe this year’s conference delivered
important advances relating to key challenges in LAM biology.
Furthermore, exciting ideas for next year’s conference arose at
the round-table discussion held at the end of the meeting. Some
of these ideas pertain to involving leaders of other key areas
of fundamental research that are potentially relevant to LAM
biology and medicine. This promises a stimulating, engaging
and productive meeting in 2015.

The mouse model may improve our understanding of both LAM and leiomyomas, thus
leading to novel therapeutic strategies.
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Scientific Advancement Award

C

ongratulations to D r. S i m o n
Johnson for becoming the seventh
recipient of the LAM Foundation Scientific
Advancement Award. Professor Johnson
was nominated for his long-standing
commitment to patient care, clinical
research, and basic research as the director
of the National Centre for LAM, as well
as his international leadership. He has
dedicated himself to the LAM patient
community in the UK through his founding role in The LAM
Trust (now known as LAM Action). Professor Johnson is professor

of respiratory medicine at the University of Nottingham, UK. He
developed an interest in LAM in 1993 while training with Dr. Anne
Tattersfield. His research group works on proteins responsible
for causing lung damage in chronic respiratory diseases including
LAM. He is a specialist clinical advisor to the Tuberous Sclerosis
Association, a member of The LAM Foundation Scientific Advisory
Board, and was co-chair of the European Respiratory Society
Task Force on LAM.
Past Scientific Advancement Awardees include Elizabeth
Henske, MD; Vera Krymskaya, PhD; Frank McCormack, MD;
Joel Moss, MD, PhD; Kuniaki Seyama, MD, PhD; and David
Kwiatkowski, MD, PhD.

CLINICAL SCIENCE AWARD

BASIC SCIENCE AWARD

Aberrant phospholipid metabolism
in lymphangioleiomyomatosis.

Evaluation of immunohistological
features and their association with
pulomonary function tests in LAM.

Growth of tsc2-null lung lesions induces rapamycin-reversible recruitment
of activated immature myeloid cells.

Carmen Priolo, MD, PhD
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Harvard Medical School

Bruno Guedes Baldi, MD
University of São Paulo
Medical School

Elena Atochina-Vasserman, MD,PhD
University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine

TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE AWARD

1.877.CURE.LAM
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Poster Awards Presented at the LAM International
Research Conference
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Scientific Awards for the Study of LAM
The LAM Foundation has committed nearly $11 million to research, the majority of which has supported 102 peerreviewed grants and translational projects for the study of LAM. Congratulations to the following grant awardees
for receiving funding from The LAM Foundation in 2013.

Dr. Gina Lee is a postdoctoral researcher at Harvard Medical School in the Department of Cell Biology. Dr.
Lee received a three-year Fellowship Award to further her work regarding alternative splicing of specific genes
and how they change in LAM cells. Successful completion of the proposed work will demonstrate that the
alternative splicing process is likely to be a rich source of novel drug targets and diagnostic markers, which
will lead to development of more selective and effective therapeutic interventions for LAM. Dr. Lee’s work
was also recognized as a very promising endeavor by the Tuberous Sclerosis Alliance. The LAM Foundation
and the TS Alliance co-funded Dr. Lee’s grant.

SCIENCE

Dr. Chenggang Li is a postdoctoral researcher at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in the Division of Pulmonary
and Critical Care Medicine. Dr. Li has been awarded a three-year Fellowship Award to investigate the possibility that targeting COX-2 pathways may have a major role in the treatment of TSC and LAM. The animal
model to be used provides in vivo evidence that estrogen promotes the survival and metastasis of Tsc2-null
cells and increased expression of COX-2. This model will allow other novel agents and/or combinations of
existing agents to be tested in the preclinical stage in order to facilitate the eventual development of effective
therapies for TSC and LAM.
Dr. Hilaire Lam is a postdoctoral researcher at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in the Division of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine. Dr. Lam has received a three-year Fellowship Award to study whether
dysregulated expression of microRNA (miRNA or miR) contributes to TSC pathogenesis and rapamycin
resistance. Her work will explore the hypothesis of regulation of miRNA by rapamycin in order to identify
target genes regulated by rapa-miRs and determine the in vitro and in vivo effects of rapa-miR knockdown
and measure TSC-LAM miRNA biomarkers in patient plasma versus patient controls. This study could
identify novel therapeutics and potential biomarkers.
Dr. Vera Krymskaya is an associate professor of medicine at the Perelman School of Medicine, University
of Pennsylvania. Dr. Krymskaya received a two-year Pilot Clinical Trial Award. The clinical trial is a fourmonth trial to study the safety of simvastatin in patients with sporadic pulmonary LAM or LAM associated
with Tuberous Sclerosis. The objective of the trial is to determine the safety of simvastatin in combination
with either sirolimus or everolimus in patients with LAM. This is The LAM Foundation’s first solely funded
clinical trial.

Dr. David Kwiatkowski is professor of medicine, Harvard Medical School, and senior physician at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital. Dr. Kwiatkowski received a one-year Designated Award for his LAM Genome-Wide
Association Study (GWAS). His study will try to identify genes and their variants that are associated with or
in some way predisposed to LAM. GWAS is unbiased and the entire genome is scrutinized so that any gene
anywhere that has a role in LAM development may be discovered. If successful, new studies will be needed
to dig deeper to figure out how the genes are associated with LAM.

8
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The 2014 International LAM Research Conference and
Patient and Family Educational LAMposium

T

Ed is a member of the Founder’s Giving Club (100k or more).
He has served on the Board of Director’s in many roles.
• He has funded LAM research personally and through
fundraisers.
• Ed and his family, including daughters Amy and Laura,
have made LAMposium extra special for many patients by
providing a generous sponsorship that pays for all LAM
patients to attend the Breath of Hope Gala; he and Jean
made and sold the LAM-branded clothing and accessories
donating the proceeds to the Foundation.
• Within a day of the creation of the Sue Byrnes Legacy
Fund, Ed made the first major contribution.
•
•

Ed’s dedication and compassion is an inspiration that provides
a Breath of Hope to all women living with LAM.

LAMPOSIUM

his year’s conference was a huge success and was described by
many as inspiring, encouraging, and educational. Attendance
boasted a record number of LAM patients –152 from 12 different
countries – a 40% increase over last year’s attendance. Fifty-eight
of these patients attended this conference for the very first time.
Also attending were 116 family members and friends and 108
physicians and scientists. Of these attendees, there were 25
Directors from 23 LAM Clinics in the US, Brazil, Japan, China,
the UK, Canada, Switzerland, Spain, and South Korea; 20 LAM
Liaisons and 4 LAMbassadors representing 45 states and four
countries including New Zealand, Australia, The Netherlands
and China; and the first male LAM patient to ever attend.
LAM patient Kat Steele described her experience by saying,
“As a recently diagnosed LAM patient, attending LAMposium was
one of the best things I ever did for myself. Not only was I able
to learn about the latest research developments and treatment
options, but I was able to personally connect with other young
women who were also recently diagnosed. This was my first time
attending LAMposium and I had such an amazing experience that
I can confidently say I will be back again next year.”
The Awards Banquet on Friday evening offered the
Foundation the chance to recognize those who have gone above
and beyond in their dedication to The LAM Foundation and to
the LAM community.
The Keynote Speak er at the
banquet was Christopher Austin, MD,
who is the Director of the National
Center for Advancing Translational
Sciences (NCATS). He served as director
of the NCATS Division of Pre-Clinical
Innovation since the creation of the
Center in December 2011 and is now
Christopher Austin, MD leading NCATS in its mission to catalyze
the generation of innovative methods and technologies that
will enhance the development, testing and implementation
of diagnostics and therapeutics across a wide range of human
diseases and conditions.
This year’s recipient of the Vi Adler
Distinguished Benefactor Award is Ed
Plocharczyk. Ed became involved with The
LAM Foundation with his late wife Jean
Togikawa. His dedication and personal
commitment to the Foundation and the
LAM community is unsurpassed. Here
are some examples of Ed’s gifts:

LAM Liaisons

During the three day conference two groups met to ensure
that the LAM Foundation continues to grow and offer support;
the LAM Liaisons met to share ideas from their regions, and
the Foundation’s Board of Directors met to continue discussions
about the Foundation’s strategic plan and initiatives.

LAM Foundation Board of Directors

Ed Plocharczyk

1.877.CURE.LAM
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Conference Sponsors

S

imply put, LAMposium would not be possible without the support of our loyal sponsors. The conference
is supported in part by NIH Research Grant R13HL093774-07 funded by the Office of Rare Diseases Research, National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the following sponsors:
PLATINUM KEY SPONSOR:

CONFERENCE SPONSORS:

Richard & Pam Bard
Jack & Ann Struthers
The Melinda Wehland Scholarship Fund

GOLD KEY SPONSORS:

LAMPOSIUM

Peggy & Frank McCormack, Sr.
(In honor of their son, Frank McCormack, MD)
Vi Adler (in support of all women with LAM)
SILVER KEY SPONSOR:

We would also like to thank the many session, presenter, and
table sponsors.

The LAM Foundation appreciates your generous gifts, and we are proud to have you as
our partners in the fight to cure LAM.

Ed Plocharczyk
TRAVEL SPONSORS:

Coleen Murphy Foundation
Francis X. McCormack, MD
LAM CLINIC DIRECTOR AND SAB RECEPTION SPONSORS:

Tom & Barbara Laurenzi

Save the Date!
Join us as we celebrate The LAM Foundation’s 20th anniversary!
The 2015 International LAM Research Conference
and Patient and Family Educational LAMposium!

March 27–29, 2015
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Chicago, Ill.
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LAM Leader Awards

E

ach year, LAM Leader Awards are given to individuals who have taken it upon themselves to be a leader
within the LAM community. Whether it is through education, building awareness, fundraising, or providing
excellent care, these individuals made the LAM community their personal priority in 2013. Their creativity and
selflessness inspires all of us to find new ways to make a difference and improve the lives of everyone affected by LAM.
Susan Jacobs, RN, MS, has been a key clinical research coordinating nurse in the Stanford Pulmonary
Clinic for over 15 years. Stanford was an early participant in the developing national efforts on LAM,
and Susan has been engaged in those efforts since she joined the Pulmonary and Critical Care
Division. It was Susan who decided that the Division needed to provide added support for the women
with LAM, and it was Susan who pushed the Division to start a regular LAM support group. She has
continued to be the guiding force for that wonderful effort, and does so with the happy engagement
and added contributions of our LAM patients. She is also an invaluable support and resource person for
the LAM liaisons. Thanks to Susan, Stanford has been a port in the storm for many women with LAM.

Patricia Ortiz is a LAM patient who provides encouragement and inspiration through her words and her
actions. As an avid cyclist, Patricia has led multiple cycling events benefiting The LAM Foundation in
support of patient services and research funding. This year, Patricia was the team captain for The LAM
Foundation’s Easy Breathers cycling team for the Million Dollar Bike Ride on May 3rd in Philadelphia.
She helped recruit 24 team members, organized training schedules and conference calls, designed the
Easy Breathers team uniform, and served as team coach. In addition to her full time job and busy cycling
schedule, Patricia regularly finds time to post words of encouragement and motivation on the Facebook group,
Lammies. Thanks, Patricia, for leading The LAM Foundation’s Easy Breathers cycling team to the finish line.

LAMPOSIUM

Emma Murphy was diagnosed with LAM in 1990. Soon after registering with the Foundation she
decided she wanted to help other women with LAM. She came up with the idea for a “Yearbook” full of
inspiring stories that could be shared with all women with LAM. She collected stories and assembled
them into the first yearbook. Since then the yearbook has been updated with new stories six times
and is now known as the Personal Journeys With LAM. Emma also helps the Foundation by selling our
LAM bracelets. She takes the orders and then mails the bracelets to whoever buys them. She has been
doing this for over 10 years! Thanks, Emma, for your support of the Foundation and of your LAM sisters.

New and Exciting Initiatives
RESEARCH ROOM: ADVANCING LAM RESEARCH

T

he LAM Foundation organized a “Research Room” dedicated
to connecting researchers to patient and family attendees
at LAMposium. The Research Room provided an area for the
collection of data and biological specimens (cheek swabs) or to
obtain consent from patients to join a study. It was also a place
where those with LAM could learn about the many studies
available to them.

All studies represented in the room received the researcher’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval to either advertise or
recruit at this meeting. Below are the names of the researchers
who participated in the Research Room:
The LAM Foundation is proud to continue our tradition
of supporting research investigators, including the continued
support of the Research Room at our annual conference. We
CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ›
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would like to thank all of the researchers who brought their
studies to the meeting. We also want to thank the women and
men with LAM and the families who visited the Research Room
and chose to participate in one or more studies. It is ultimately
due to their generosity of participation that progress is made in
the fight against LAM.
N. Tony Eissa, MD:
Baylor College of Medicine
Elizabeth Henske, MD:
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Vera Krymskaya, PhD, MBA:
University of Pennsylvania
David Kwiatkowski, MD, PhD:
Brigham and Women’s Hospital

LAMPOSIUM
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Joel Moss, MD, PhD:
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

This idea got us to thinking about our amazing LAM
community supporters who raise LAM awareness, educate
others about LAM, and organize fundraisers to support the
Foundation. We decided we wanted to showcase their efforts and
share their success stories with others. So we invited the LAM
community to create their posters in three different categories:
Awareness, Education, and Fundraising. We received 12 posters
and we displayed them at LAMposium. Each poster included
information on how to plan and execute an event or project and
answered the following questions:
* What was the concept or idea I tried to convey?
* What results did I achieve?
* What lessons did I learn along the way?
* Are there helpful tips that I can share to help others?
The LAM Foundation thanks those who created such inspiring
posters.
LAM STORY BOOTH: SHARING LIFE STORIES

Currently, 9 of 10 women with LAM
find, register, and communicate with
The LAM Foundation electronically.
Jeffrey Swigris, MD:
This is a dramatic shift from the
National Jewish Health
early days of the Foundation, when
our founder, Sue Byrnes, personally
LAM COMMUNITY POSTERS: INSPIRING OTHERS
spoke to every new LAM patient.
Gwen and Beverly
Each year LAM scientists are invited to submit a poster to
The convenience of communicating electronically does not,
showcase their research projects. These posters are displayed at however, lessen the need for personal connection and comfort
LAMposium in order to share their research efforts and to inspire that is experienced only when women and families with LAM are
new directions in LAM research.		
able to share their stories. The need to capture unique patient
and family experiences in an interactive online format is more
important than ever, as this medium can serve as a powerful
first message that they are not alone.
To respond to the changing needs of our patients and families,
the Foundation launched the “LAM Story Booth” at LAMposium.
LAM patients, families, scientists, and clinicians were invited to
share interactive stories about their personal experiences with
LAM. These audio recordings will serve as an extension of the
patient support services provided by the Foundation. They will
live on our website as “The Voices of LAM” for patients and
their families to hear at a time that is convenient for them. Over
time, and with funding, we hope to build a library of personal
and educational stories to support the global LAM community.
These recordings will be made available, along with pictures,
on the Foundation’s website very soon.
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The Breath of Hope Gala: “Unlocking the Cure”!

Over 150 women with LAM attended LAMposium 2014.

O

Palm Springs, Calif. Thank you to Aaron and Edith Dichter for
securing these wonderful packages and to all those who helped
sell the tickets before and during the Gala.
The Fund-A-Cure auction was an inspiring end to the
evening’s program. Those in attendance watched as 150 women
with LAM were called to the stage one-by-one to be recognized
and presented with a rose. Afterwards, the inspired crowd lifted
their bid paddles as the MC announced each level of giving.
And just a short time later, a record-breaking $170,000 was
raised for LAM research!
Thank you to all of our sponsors who helped to make the
Breath of Hope Gala a huge success!

It was an amazing, awe-inspiring,
evening of generosity and HOPE,
raising a record-breaking $170,000
for LAM research.

LAMPOSIUM

ver 400 guests joined us this year for a celebration of life
and hope at the Breath of Hope Gala, themed “Unlocking
the Cure.” Guests enjoyed dinner, an eclectic silent auction,
and a fantastic night of friendship and fun. Our guest speaker for
the evening was Dr. Greg Downey who is a member of the Board
of Directors and the Scientific Advisory Board, as well as the
LAM Clinic Director at National Jewish Health in Denver, Co.
During the three days of LAMposium, the conference
organizers worked hard to provide several opportunities for LAM
families to interact with the scientific and medical communities.
The Breath of Hope Gala was another great example of this.
Attendees enjoyed trying their “luck” at the gaming tables and
bidding wars took place during the silent auction on items
such as a Windsor vacuum, Dooney and Bourke handbags, and
several beautiful pieces of jewelry. Thank you to everyone who
generously donated over 100 silent auction items for the evening.
Raffle tickets were sold during the weeks leading up to
and at the Gala raising over $11,000. Ticket holders waited
anxiously to hear if they were the winner of one of the three
fabulous travel packages to either the Dominican Republic or

A Gift From the Heart
BY JANET FREDERICKSEN, LAM PATIENT

M

y granddaughter, Josie, is 12 years old and a sixth grader.
I spend time with her every day, both before and after school. Whenever I have a coughing spell, she brings me
water and pats my back. She is a sweetie and my helper. She
had been telling me for several months before LAMposium
that she had a present for me and I had to promise not to give
it back. I was a little nervous that it was going to be something live, which I did not really want. No present appeared.
My entire family (daughters, son-in-law, and granddaughters)
came to the Breath of Hope Gala. I was pleased and proud to
have them there. The food was fabulous and we were having a
Janet Fredericksen
1.877.CURE.LAM

Josie Provencher

CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE ›
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grand time. During the “Fund-A-Cure” auction, everyone was
raising their paddles and excitedly bidding. When the emcee
announced the $250 level, Josie stood up, held her paddle up
high, and pledged $250. She then ran over to me and gave me
a hug and kiss and said that she loved me and didn’t want me
to be sick. She wanted to help cure Grandma’s disease. She had

saved money from Christmas and her birthday, and then took
extra chores and baby-sitting jobs to earn extra money. Every
penny of her bid was her own money. There wasn’t a dry eye
at our table. I am always proud of her, but never more so than
at that moment.

My First LAMposium: Giving Back
BY KEN BENICH, HUSBAND OF LAM PATIENT DANIELLE BENICH

D
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on’t worry; you are not in this
alone.” That was one of the first
things that Sue Byrnes, the director
and founder of The LAM Foundation,
said to Danielle and me in December
2008 during a phone conversation.
Since then, our family has tried to
be involved and support The LAM
Foundation. We are personally not in
the position to help financially; however, we can give our support
and get our family and friends involved.
When it was announced that LAMposium was going to be in
Chicago in 2014, I figured it would be a great time to volunteer
and give back. Over the four months prior to LAMposium, I
was on conference calls with the staff and other volunteers.
The excitement of the staff was contagious; I can tell they love
what they do and wanted the event to be perfect for everyone.
Ideas were shared, decisions were made, and it was truly a
collaborative effort. Our first step was to help with the graphic
design; we helped take the “napkin” drawings and created some
artwork for the event.
I asked the Foundation if I could help and they said yes!
Since I am a tech guy, they asked me to oversee the AV in the
patient meeting rooms. I got to hear great doctors, nutritionists,
psychologists, and staff. I think we all picture these experts as
serious and extremely busy, but hearing them speak and talking
with them during the sessions, you can tell that they are all very
caring, compassionate, and sometimes even funny.
We also wanted to get our family and friends involved. We
had a group of 27 at the Breath of Hope Gala: 22 adults and 5
children. We all helped set up, registered guests, and assisted
during the event. The younger kids were runners during the
auction, and the older kids passed out glow necklaces for
everyone who made a pledge.

Benich family and friends at the Gala.

The Gala was spectacular; the speeches, food, and music
were all great. The auction items were numerous, and the most
fascinating was the Fund-A-Cure auction. It was a pledge of
money for research. The bids ranged from $25 all the way up to
$10,000. My seven-year-old nephew even pulled $1 out of his
pocket and donated it in honor of his Aunt Danielle. Everyone
agreed that they went home with more love and compassion
for the LAM community.
Sunday was the final morning and at breakfast, a slide show
was running with many pictures from the weekend. There were
a couple more sessions and then the final wrap-up from the
scientific discussions from the weekend.
I was so happy to have the opportunity to volunteer. Feel
free to contact me if you have any questions about the event. It’s
really great to fully understand and live those first words spoken
to us by Sue Byrnes back in 2008: We are truly not in this alone.
~Ken Benich is the spouse of LAM patient Danielle Benich.
They live in Crown Point, Ind., with their children, Delaney and
Kyle. Ken can be reached at lam@benich.com
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Collaboration Leads to Synergy and Cohesion
BY SUSAN SHERMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

A

LAMposium is the mission.
Researchers, many of whom receive funding from the
Foundation, present and discuss the most promising advances and
new ideas in LAM science. Doctors, nurses and women with LAM
share cases and treatment experiences, both groups proposing new

1.877.CURE.LAM

ideas for clinical trials to accelerate the time between discovery
and patient care. Patients and families experience the support
of being with other women and families with LAM, investigate
and enroll in research trials, meet clinician scientists with LAM
expertise as well as the many partners who contribute to our
cause, such as the NIH, industry and other rare lung disease
organizations. At the Breath of HOPE Gala, everyone becomes a
donor, checking their credentials at the door and delivering the
much needed and appreciated generosity that fuels our journey
to a cure. There is no doubt that, as a community, we appreciate
the necessity and importance of collaboration. Historically, the
Foundation has benefitted greatly from it.
Looking forward, I see that we now must move beyond
collaboration to synergy and cohesion. The LAM Foundation is
looking outwardly and on a broader scale to join the larger rare
disease community in new and unprecedented partnerships.
We have already seen that discoveries in LAM science benefit
research into other rare and chronic conditions. Our LAM Clinics,
both nationally and internationally, garner more attention and
cultivate greater expertise when integrating care for multiple
rare lung diseases, and we amplify our clout and ability to qualify
for grants, attract larger gifts, and draw attention from industry
when we expand our horizons.
As we prepare to celebrate the Foundation’s 20th Anniversary
we will reflect back on the magnitude of the challenges faced
by Sue Byrnes and Frank McCormack in the mid-1990s. They
faced: limited scientific and clinical understanding, virtually
no awareness, no LAM community, only fear, desperation and
aloneness for the few women with a LAM diagnosis. They
were not daunted. Nor will we be as we face new and complex
challenges in the next 20 years. As Aristotle proposed, “The
whole is more than the sum of the parts.” As we continue to
become a more and more cohesive community, the power of
what we can achieve will be something greater than what we
can now envision. In the end, The LAM Foundation’s model
of cohesion will not only benefit the LAM community but also
contribute to broader discoveries that will improve health and
well-being for all.

LAMPOSIUM

s the new executive director of
the Foundation, I attended my
first annual conference filled with
anticipation, eager to experience
what others described as the heart
of the LAM community and its
unprecedented success. It would be,
they said, a powerful three days when
women with LAM and their families
interact with scientists and clinicians,
Susan Sherman
inspiring them with determination and resolve, and, in turn,
researchers would convey a sense of hope and optimism for
hypotheses yet to be tested. In the days before the event, I felt
the nervous energy and resilience of the staff at the Foundation,
hinting that their checklists were too long, the month of March
too short and the distance to Chicago too far. Tying us together
was our unifying 2014 theme: Collaboration, Key to the Cure. The
LAM Foundation has long known that collaboration is essential
to advance our mission to seek safe and effective treatments and,
ultimately, a cure for LAM.
What I witnessed at the 17th Annual International
Research Conference and LAMposium in Chicago was every
bit as remarkable as described. For me, it was as if the LAM
Collaboration Key logo came to life. The descriptors on the
page: patients, families, partners, scientists, clinicians, and
donors became real. The experience still fills my mind like a
slide show from a massive family reunion, old friends hugging,
new families absorbing, provocative bantering between peers,
tears of loss, tears of joy, the comfort of connectedness and the
challenge of a complicated puzzle waiting to be solved.
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Welcome Dan Knowles, New Board Member
Daniel Knowles joined The LAM
Foundation Board of Directors in
February 2014. Dan is president
and founder of Brand Ubiquity,
LTD, a consulting firm that helps
companies improve the effectiveness
and productivity of their marketing
organizations. With over 27 years of
marketing and business leadership
experience, Dan’s career includes
14 years in brand management with
Procter & Gamble, including nine years building and leading
pharmaceutical marketing organizations in Europe and North
America; serving as chief marketing officer at Reynolds and
Reynolds; and 11-plus years as business consultant to a wide range

of healthcare organizations including Novartis, Novo Nordisk,
P&G, Bayer, J&J, Mercy Health, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital,
and the Lindner Center of HOPE.
Dan holds a bachelor’s degree in engineering from the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point with a concentration in
industrial engineering and organizational effectiveness. He is
a guest lecturer on business strategy and leadership at several
local universities.
Dan is committed to giving back to his community and
others. He is founder and executive chair of the Greater
Cincinnati Leaders of Character Initiative to help build ethical
leadership skills in high school students and improve military
veteran employment opportunities in the community. Dan is
honored to contribute his expertise and compassion to further
the mission of The LAM Foundation.

FOU N DAT ION

The Sue Byrnes Legacy Fund
Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of creative effort.
– Franklin D. Roosevelt

I

n early 2014, founder Sue
Byrnes announced to The
LAM Foundation Board of
Directors her intention to retire
from The LAM Foundation.
The Board recognizes Sue as
the driving force behind the
creation of a world-class patient
advocacy organization and the
coalescence of a global LAM community. While her news was
not unexpected, this transition is a significant milestone in the
Foundation’s history.
Inspired by her daughter, Andrea, who was diagnosed
with LAM in 1994, Sue and her husband, Fran, formed the
Foundation in 1995. Since that time, Sue has led and nurtured
it through two decades of selfless advocacy, patient support,
and scientific programming.
When asked about Sue’s legacy, Frank McCormack, MD,
scientific director, said, “Sue lifted the LAM community from
obscurity to a juggernaut that has become the model for progress
in rare disease.”
Few can dream of achieving as much in a lifetime as
Sue Byrnes did in 20 years. The mission to save her daughter
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brought her thousands of new daughters, whom she embraced
and fought to save as well. What Sue created now inspires
scientists, clinicians, and women with LAM around the globe
to take action.
To preserve her vision, The LAM Foundation Board of
Directors has created the Sue Byrnes Legacy Fund, which
will support the Foundation’s strategic priorities to expand
support of basic and clinical research, offer innovative ways
to connect LAM patients and families globally, and improve
clinical treatment and diagnostics for patients with LAM. “This
fund will sustain momentum, facilitate growth, and perpetuate
Sue’s vision for many years to come,” said LAM Foundation
Board Chair Laura Lentz.
Please join us in honoring Sue by donating to the fund and/
or by sharing a story and pictures.
To donate online, visit our website and use the Donate Now
button. Please make sure to pick the Sue Byrnes Legacy Fund
from the designation drop-down box. You can share a thought
for Sue in the comments/acknowledgment box (250 characters
max). A list of donors and comments will be shared with Sue.
You can also share your story by e-mailing it to kbyrnes@
thelamfoundation.org or by mailing it to The LAM Foundation,
4015 Executive Park Dr., Suite 320, Cincinnati, OH 45241.
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A Warm Thank You to Board Members
The LAM Foundation extends a warm thank you to four of our Board members who completed their terms in 2013 and 2014. Each
of these Board members gave freely of their time, resources, and specialized areas of expertise. We are grateful for their service
and commitment to the LAM community.
Tom Laurenzi is the president of Delmhorst
Instruments and he is a true leader. His gift
for practical thinking and speaking honestly
guided the Board and the Foundation
through many transitional periods. Tom
served as the Board Chair and most recently
as the past Board Chair. His tireless efforts
made a measurable difference in moving
the Foundation forward during his years
of service.

Carol Langelier’s professional background
included two careers. Most recently, she was
the assistant director at the Government
Accountability Office and previously she
was a partner at Deloitte LLP, serving in the
capacity of management consultant and CPA.
Carol helped guide the Foundation through
the rough waters of the recent economic
downturn. She was exactly the person we
needed as our financial steward.

Ed Plocharczyk has retired from his longtime career as an engineer at Eli Lilly and
Company. There is not enough that we can
say about the generosity, dedication, and
quiet leadership that Ed has provided to
The LAM Foundation. He led by example
and always had great ideas that challenged
conventional thinking. He is a long-time
LAM Foundation Board member who has
inspired others to do more than what was
thought possible.

DEV ELOPMENT

Richard Bard is the founder and
manager of Bard Capital Group, which
is a private investment company. Richard
provided invaluable insight and guidance
to the Foundation’s strategic planning and
partnership activities. He is innovative and
his talents and dedication are a true gift.

Collaboration: Key to the Cure

O

ur theme for 2014 is Collaboration: Key to the Cure. The
LAM Foundation and the LAM community have long
known that by working together, the key to a cure is within our
reach. That’s why the Foundation has a long-held tradition of
bringing patients, scientists, and clinicians together at our annual
International LAM Research Conference and LAMposium. This
is just one example of the type of collaboration and partnerships
we must seek to achieve our mission sooner rather than later.
1.877.CURE.LAM

We believe collaboration is a promising strategy that will
enable us to accomplish our following top priorities for 2014:
1. Continue to fund promising research via our annual peerreviewed grant process – in 2013 we awarded over half a
million dollars in research grants.
2. Fund clinical trials to determine the safety and efficacy of
early, low-dose, and long-term use of mTOR inhibitors.
3. Create a model to fund smaller, quicker pilot clinical trials
of drugs appropriate for mono- or combination therapy.
4. Host a LAM Biomarker Symposium that will bring
together global biomarker and LAM experts to advance our
understanding and to create a model for funding biomarker
development.
5. Expand and support the LAM Clinic Program both nationally
and internationally.
6. Offer more innovative and nimble support of patients and
families nationally and globally.
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Welcome to Our Newest Staff Member
FOU N DAT ION

T

he LAM Foundation is pleased to
welcome Peggy Haupt to its staff in the
role of PR and communications contractor.
She will lead various communications and
outreach projects on behalf of The LAM
Foundation such as the LAM Liaison
Program, social media planning and
coordination, as well as assist the staff with
other communications initiatives. Peggy is
very excited about taking on this new role
and believes that her experiences as a LAM
patient will help her to deliver relevant and timely information
to the LAM community.
Working from her home office in Chowchilla, Calif., Peggy
started her part-time position on May 1. Prior to joining The
LAM Foundation, Peggy’s most recent position was public
information officer and community relations manager with the
City of Chowchilla for 15 years. In that capacity, Peggy was the
lead on public relations, written and online communications,
and special events.

Peggy was diagnosed with LAM in the summer of 2008
after suffering her first pneumothorax. After six months of
off-and-on hospital stays to deal with recurrent pneumos and
repeat pleurodesis procedures, she is now managing her LAM
well and is thankful to be considered mild and stable. After the
first year passed of learning of her diagnosis, Peggy decided to
do something proactive that would enable her to better cope
with the mental aspects of the disease. In 2009, she started
the very first LAPS for LAM Walk-a-thon, which raised over
$10,000. She is currently planning her 6th Annual LAPS for
LAM coming up in October.
As one of the “founders” of the online Lammies Facebook
support group, along with Susie Picart, Peggy is very happy to
have seen the group grow to over 600 members since its inception
a few short years ago. Peggy and Susie are administrators for
this private group, managing the page on a daily basis.
If you have a general topic you would like more information
on or any communications questions or needs, you may reach
Peggy at phaupt@thelamfoundation.org.

Do More Than You Think
BY REBECCA NISSLY, LAM PATIENT

I
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was tempted to ignore the
contest announcement
that I had clipped from
the newspaper. The midDecember submission deadline
was quickly approaching, and
I had writer’s block and a busy
calendar. One question kept
me from discarding it: What
if? What if I could play a part
in winning $100,000 for The
LAM Foundation? If I didn’t
Sue Sherman and Rebecca Nissly
enter an essay in Metamucil’s
Do More Than You Think contest, I would never know. So, one
inspired evening, I wrote a short essay and submitted it.
Two months later, I was one of eight finalists trying to obtain
the most online votes for my essay to win the $100,000 cash
prize for my nominated organization. The LAM Foundation put
the word out and almost instantly, Lammies everywhere were
asking their relatives, friends, and coworkers to vote. It was a
suspense-filled four weeks as we voted and waited. Meanwhile, I

was writing press releases, giving interviews, sending daily voting
reminder emails to those who had requested them, distributing
information cards about the contest, and posting signs on public
bulletin boards. I was sure the Foundation was doing well in the
contest, but could the LAM community pull out a win? There
was no consolation prize to speak of in this contest.
When the call came that we had won, I was ecstatic! As
soon as The LAM Foundation was announced as the grandprize winner on the contest’s website, I was sending thank you
emails. It’s impossible for me to thank everyone who voted, so
let me thank you and you can thank those you asked to vote.
The way I see it, once my essay made it to the finalists’ round
and went online, it became the LAM community’s essay. Each
Lammie and supporter had as much potential influence on the
outcome as I did. In the end, we all win because The LAM
Foundation has another $100,000 to help find a cure for LAM.
It only required a little time and effort ... multiplied by many
people ... a true example of how collaboration really is the key
to the cure. We did it together!
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Million-Dollar Bike Ride: Easy Breathers Cycling Team
BY PATRICIA ORTIZ, LAM PATIENT

A million thanks to those of you who supported the Easy Breathers cycling team, and rode
in the first Million-Dollar Bike Ride for Rare Disease Research, hosted by CODRT at the
University of Pennsylvania (UPENN). With your support, we raised more than $114,000
for LAM research!

I

RIDING WITH LAM

It’s true that much has changed since I
was diagnosed with LAM in 2012. I am
no longer the lead rider of my cycling
team, since I can no longer win podiums
or even finish a race. However, does this
mean I have to give up the sport of cycling
entirely? No, it does not.
Patricia Ortiz
The beauty of cycling is that it is a
team sport and, as you know, there is no “I” in the word team.
Slowly shifting my responsibilities from being a rider to a team
captain and coach has helped me greatly to stay close to a sport
that I love so much and to find new purpose. I have shifted my
thought process from grieving for the old times to focusing on
the new opportunities that are in front of me.
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I was grateful and honored to be the team captain for the
LAM Foundation’s Easy Breathers team. We were 40 people
strong and together we raised more than $114,000 with the
amazing support of so many.
And this takes me to the topic of patient advocacy. The
support, guidance, and advice provided by the Foundation staff,
LAM Liaisons, and other LAM patients inspired me to go
to Philadelphia and find the same happiness in my heart as I
did back in my days of racing.
It started with attending my first LAMposium, which was a
true blessing. I was able to connect with scientists, physicians,
and most importantly, many other women with LAM who
understood so well what I was going through and could relate
to my fears, worries, and hopelessness that I felt in the first few
months of my diagnosis.
I left the conference with new goals and wonderful new
friendships, hoping that one day I would be able to help others
in the same way that I received help in the first dark weeks of
confusion and fear.
The meeting was the catalyst for me to become engaged
in the LAM community and to connect with others. It also
encouraged me to start planning my own fundraisers and bringing
awareness of LAM to my local community.

DEV ELOPMENT

want to thank everyone who helped by
fundraising, participating
in the ride, or volunteering
for this great event! Special
thanks to Kristin Gavin,
our fantastic co-captain,
who worked nonstop to
make the ride a great
experience for all of us. I
Sue Sherman and Vera Krymskaya
am also grateful to those
who worked behind the scenes, including the staff at The LAM
Foundation and, in particular, Sylvia Richard, who encouraged
me to sign up as the team captain.
I also want to give a huge shout-out and heartfelt thank you
to the entire team at UPENN. There is so much work that goes
into planning an event like this and all that goes on behind the
scenes. Specifically, I want to extend my thanks to Monique
Molloy and Karen Kraeger for keeping us informed, helping to
get the word out, the media engaged, and for responding to our
endless questions.

We were 40 people strong and together we
raised more than $114,000 with the amazing
support of so many.
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The Distinguished Fundraising Award

C

ongratulations to Annette and Aaron Roberts and their family for receiving the 2014 Distinguished Fundraising Award.
The Roberts family held their first LAM event last summer, called
the BLAM Golf Tournament. The event, spearheaded by Annette
and Aaron along with Julie and Paul Roberts, was held in Topeka,
Kan., and raised over $18,000. The Roberts family truly understands the importance of raising funds to support research. To
help inspire even more funds, Annette agreed to share her story in
the Foundation’s 2013 annual end-of-the-year appeal. By sharing
her story, she helped to raise an additional $100,000! We would
like to thank the Roberts family for the support and dedication.
Aaron and Annette Roberts

DEV ELOPMENT
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BLAM Golf Tournament raised over $18,000 thanks to the Roberts family!
Annette Roberts shared her story and helped raise an additional $100,000!

The Western New York Friends of The LAM Foundation
Presents: An Evening of Hope

I

n a lovingly renovated old church, friends and relatives of
the McKenna family assembled on a cold February night. It
was February 8th, to be exact, in Buffalo, N.Y., to confirm the
temperature. The church was warm, lights softly shimmering
against stained glass, the stage empty, tables waiting for the party
to begin. It was an event impeccably planned. At 7 p.m. the guests
trickled in to the quiet of the church, checking coats and trading
boots for fancy heels and shined loafers, the hum of conversation
rising as tastings of wine and beer flowed. Silent auction bids
started inching higher and the Wall of Wine beckoned each
lucky player: which bottle secretly hides the richest gift card…
The 9th Annual Evening of Hope, in honor of Katie McKenna,
was a spectacular event, raising over $11,000 in support of The
LAM Foundation. Loretta and Ed McKenna, their daughter Anne
and son Ed Jr., hosted the event which included wine and beer
tastings, Lucky Number Auction, a seductive silent auction, and
music by the Mark Filsinger Quartet. A short program was emceed
by local TV personality Heather Ly and featured presentations
by Sue Sherman, executive director of The LAM Foundation
and Katie McKenna. Bidding, tastings, desserts and socializing
followed. The evening culminated in the announcement of the
Lucky Number Auction winners and distribution of much desired
auction items to the highest bidders.

The Western NY Friends of The LAM Foundation annual
event will celebrate 10 years in 2015. They have produced the
longest consecutively held fundraiser in support of the Foundation,
second only to the Foundation’s own, Breath of Hope Gala.
Like Sue Byrnes, founder of The LAM Foundation, Loretta and
Anne McKenna are passionate, energetic, and powerful women
who will stop at nothing to assure a bright, healthy and happy
future for their daughter and sister, Katie. Congratulations to
the McKenna’s and all of the Friends of The LAM Foundation
in Western NY for their generosity and knack for throwing a
great party in the dead of winter!

McKenna Family
WWW.THELAMFOUNDATION.ORG

American Thoracic Society Conference:
Learning and Sharing
BY MARY HARBAUGH, PHD, LAM PATIENT

T
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The purpose of this collaboration is to
advance shared educational, research,
patient care, and advocacy goals.
the session with a talk about the challenge of diagnosing complex
lung diseases. Others presentations covered inflammation,
asthma, commonalities between lung cancer and other lung
diseases, pulmonary hypertension, sleep disordered breathing,
and integrative approaches to controlling symptoms.
There were also several LAM Foundation related functions
and activities associated with the ATS Conference. There was
a well-attended LAM Patient Regional Meeting on a terrace
overlooking San Diego Bay with Sue Sherman, Kerri Morgan
Byrnes and presentations by Drs. Vera Krymskaya, Joel Moss,
Frank McCormack, and Kamyar Afshar, director of the new LAM
Clinic at USC. Thanks to LAM Liaisons Patricia Ortiz and Charm
Perry Flint for helping to organize this very interesting meeting.
I was invited to attend a lunch meeting of the LAM Foundation
Scientific Advisory Board and Directors from the US and
International LAM Clinics. Sue Sherman and Dr. McCormack
provided updates on Foundation activities, LAMposium, research,
and scientific accomplishments. This was followed with an open
discussion about LAM Clinic initiatives and potential projects,
development of the Rare Lung Disease program at LAM Clinics,
and other topics of interest to the Clinic directors.
I took a couple of shifts staffing the LAM exhibit at the
convention center. We handed out information about LAM
and scientific and clinical resources available to scientists
and clinicians from several countries. Many had seen one or
two women with LAM in their practice and were interested
in learning more about it. Representatives from a variety of
companies and other patient organizations also visited the booth
to learn about LAM.
My first year with PAR was a year of learning about ATS, PAR,
and several other rare diseases. I’m looking forward to several more
years of working with this group of very dedicated and passionate
individuals that make up the Public Advisory Roundtable.
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he American Thoracic Society Public
Advisory Roundtable (ATS PAR) is a
partnership between ATS and organizations
that represent those affected by respiratory
diseases, sleep-related conditions or critical
illnesses. The purpose of this collaboration
is to advance shared educational, research,
patient care, and advocacy goals. It brings
the patient’s perspective to the Society and
provides the Board of Directors with strategic guidance to keep
patients and families as a central focus of all ATS activities and
programs. PAR members are represented on ATS standing committees
and involved in the planning of joint programs and activities.
A year ago I joined PAR as a representative from The LAM
Foundation. PAR is a very active organization with monthly
conference calls, participation in the Lung Disease Week at
the ATS initiative, and a weekend fall planning meeting for the
upcoming year. There is a PAR member on every ATS Committee
with regular conference calls and a weekend Leadership Summit
which brings together all of the ATS committee members.
Much of our work focuses on the annual ATS International
Conference where PAR identifies patient speakers for several
conference sessions, organizes and hosts a patient/family event,
and a PAR symposium.
My five days at the ATS conference in San Diego were
busy ones filled with meetings, sessions and dinner events. I
presented a short talk about my experiences as a LAM patient
before a conference session on Women and Lung Disease. This
session, including my talk, is now being summarized for the
online journal Annals of the American Thoracic Society. One
of the most important PAR organized events was the 8th annual
“Meet the Expert” patient/family forum with presentations by
health professionals from UC-San Diego on a variety of topics
of interest across the disease spectrum of ATS. Attendees then
had the opportunity for informal discussions with a variety of
disease experts during lunch. Parking, lunch and oxygen for
the patients were provided free of charge. The other main PAR
event was a symposium on “The Interconnectedness of Lung
Diseases” jointly hosted by PAR and the ATS Assembly on
Clinical Problems. This session explored common problems
encountered by patients with a variety of lung diseases and how
better understanding of these problems may help in improving
diagnosis, treatment, and research. Dr. Frank McCormack began
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The LAM Foundation would like to thank
our many generous donors for their support.
This list reflects gifts made between July 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013.
GIFTS OF $20,000 AND ABOVE
Tim and Lou Alexander
Mr. Andrew Dudnick
Ms. Donna Harris
Fred and Liz Hoy
Novartis Pharmaceutical Corp.
Mitch and Sandra Shaheen
GIFTS OF $10,000 - $19,999
Trust f/b/o Laura June Dudnick
Trust f/b/o Robert B. Dudnick
Mona Fakhroo
Mr. Joshua Harris
Earl Nemser
William Reese
Betty Togikawa
Garth and Laura Will
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GIFTS OF $5,000 - $9,999
John Adler
Sue Byrnes
Chrysalis Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Goldstein
Chris and Cindy Hughes
Carol Langelier
Tom and Barbara Laurenzi
LeDonne Advisory Services
Michael and Lynn Nemser
John Riparetti and Mary Brown
GIFTS OF $1,000 - $4,999
Larry Acton
Anonymous
Edgar Astrove
Jim and Val Babb
Ron and Marlys Boehm
Robert and Barbara Bovine
Aubrey and Carol Bush
Bob and Betty Copple
MG Covidien Employee Matching Gift Program
Bill Crispin and Maureen Mahoney
Les and LeAnn Cunningham
Aaron and Edith Dichter
Tom and Barbara Dunham
Ms. Kathleen Eggers
Gloria Eiseman
Elmwood Charity Fund, Inc.
Ron and Clara Erickson
Jeffrey Fieldhack
Fitzgerald Auto Malls
General Electric Community Service Fund
GKN Foundation/ Sinter Metals
Richard and Joyce Gordon
Tom and Mary Harbaugh
Eric and Peggy Haupt
Eugene and Terese Hawkins
Heather Joy Memorial Fund
Hal and Penne Holt
Timothy Hughes
International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers

Italian American Association
Briana Jack
Beverly Jackson
Robert Jackson
Karen Kinsey
Mrs. Sandra Klein
Ms. Lisa Kove
John V. Lason
Christopher Laurenzi
Shirley Lefkowitz
Elaine Gorbach Levine Foundation
Calvin and Florence Lu
John Marquette
Ms. Scotte Mason
Steve and Sylvia Menashe
John Mermel
Joseph Molony
Gerald and Regina Musser
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nakatsu
James Nakatsu
Adam and Alanna Nelson
Madeline Nolan
Nuveen Investments Holdings
Shobhana Parruck
James and Jacqueline Patton
Duane and Kathy Peiffer
Ed Plocharczyk
Douglas and Eden Pontz
Nancy E. Reynolds
Aaron and Annette Roberts
Susan W. Rogers
Richard and Karyn Schad
Mark Selker
Brett M. Shaheen
Matthew and Elizabeth Shaughnessy
Richard and Glenna Shearer
David and Diane Sheill
Steele Family Foundation
Teresa Stoker
Jack and Ann Struthers
Eugene J. Sullivan, MD, FCCP
Justin and Samornchit Tansuwan
Daniel P. Thomas
Steven and Patti Utecht
Don and Madonna Van Brackel
Gerrit and Anneke van den Dool
Betty Wehage
Meghan Wierzbicki
Pete and Margaret Williamson
Jules and Helen Wurzel
Barbara Yamashiro
Jim and Marilyn Young
Alfred and Deborah Yudes
David and Michelle Zimmermann
GIFTS OF $500 - $999
Ryan and Jolyn Baldry
Linda Bilmes
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Bregman
Maureen Browne
Dean and Jeanette Bryant

Chester and Mary Cavaliere
MG Cengage
Craig Christensen
Marilena Cucchiara
Gregory P. Downey, MD, FRCP(C)
Tom and Teri Dungan
Randall and Katherine Erickson
Nolene Fabre
MG Gap Foundation Gift Match Program
MG Google Matching Gifts
Melanee Grondahl
Jeff and Bobbi Hahn
Mr. Arthur Hall
Craig and Pat Harmeling
Todd and Stephanie Hazelkorn
Shirley Hill
Hoover & Strong
MG HP Employee Charitable Giving Program
Lorrel Humber
Anna Knaifel
Rosalie Kosher
Kim Langholz
Roger and Vickie Lansman
Joseph Levine
Lighthouse Financial Advisors, Inc.
Janet Maurer, MD
MG Merck Partnership for Giving
Susan Milligan
Dr. Eliza Nemser
Carolyn Nowell
John and Jan Oltman
Donald and Annette Pacheco
Mr. Patrick Pappenfus
Gail Peele
Craig and Tammy Phillips
Bennett Picker
Barbara Powers
Scott and Charleen Reeves
Sam and Lynne Reynolds
Charles Rice
Jonathan Rittenbach
Andrew and Kimberly Romanosky
Alan Sachs, MD, PhD
Michael and Shirley Santoro
Robert and Carleen Schuh
Donald and Betty Scoralle
Timothy J. Shaughnessy
Susan E. Sherman and George Dyer
Dara Simon
Jack and Bonnie Simon
Dr. Sangram Sisodia
Michael and Corinne Slade
Susan Steele
Zachary and Joyce Stoumbos
Norman and Kim Vandervoort
Barbara Venters
David Venters
Richard and Janette Verhey
The Wade Creek House, LLC
Rob Wells
Jeffrey L. Zwiebel
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James and Elizabeth Graham
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Hanratty
Paul and Jane Hart
Arnold and Phyllis Hayutin
William and Mary Henson
Emeline Hunter
Mark and Donna Hutson
Peter Innis
Tony and Susan Isaak
Marc and Betty Kaplan
Katie Kaufman
Donald Koessel
Shane Kolbaba
Cary Kosher
Russ and Sharon Larson
Michele Leatherbury
Cary and Lynda Levinson
Bernice Levinson
David Lichtenheld
Frances Lucas
Richard Lupton
Joseph and Tracey Malick
Robert J. Mason, MD
Mr. David Matthews
Jane Mazzarella
Claude and Rose McCombs
Gerald and Judy McDougal
Bruce McIver
Katy Merriman
Kathe Messenheimer
Bill and Betty Moore
Joanna Morrissey
Moss Construction
Tony and Nisha Mossing
Joyce Nakatsu
Nancy Nichols
Mr. and Mrs. William Packer
Dwayne and Jane Patterson
Ron and Abby Pete
Steve Pilon
Evan and Lanie Pontz

Jared Pontz
Paul Porthouse
Dotsy Potter
Dave and Gwen Pryor
Sandra Rausch
John Roberts
Paul and Julie Roberts
Patrick Roche, III
Eric Rogoff
Gregory Rose
Stephen and Patty Segal
Paige Sellers
Robert and Lisa Share-Sapolsky
Jim and Gloria Shiel
Southwestern Ohio Football Coaches
Association
Frank and Louise Steele
Vincent J. Stefanelli
Mary and Steve Stojic
Harold and Donna Stover
Timothy Swensen
Dale Swisher
David Talley
James R. Taylor, MD, FCCP
Susan Taylor
Dick and Kathy Trapp
Eric Vacca and Laurie Levin
Randy and Lynn Vaneyck
Patricia Venters
James and Susan Walter
Ron and Shelley Weber
Dan and Sally Wigutow
Karen Wimbish
Elaine Winick
Don and Karen Wolnik
Bruce Yarnick and Barbara Venters
Anne Yoshimura
Amanda Liora Zirkel
Edward and Gretchen Zunic
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GIFTS OF $250 - $499
Gregory Allen and Martina Bulk
Nicholas and Joyce Andre
Aquanut Water Shows, Inc.
Todd and Kristin Arbaugh
Ken and Kim Aso
Kathy Avezzie-Gonce
Patti Bebien-Aronoff
Marlene Bocarsky
Margaret Boyne
MG BP America, Inc.
Jason and Stefanie Brown
Herbert and Mildred Bulk
Jack and Darlene Burnham
Marty Buttram
Charles W. Cammack, III
Central High School
Colin and Wendy Chopin
Chowchilla Auto Parts
Chowchilla Lioness Lions Club
Danelle Christensen
Mary Louise Clark
Irvin and Jacqueline Cohen
Robert and Rose Cohen
Maureen Corry
Doris Couture
Alfred and Anne DiPasqua
William Donaldson
Kimberly Durbin
Ms. Pam Ebsworth
Martin Elfant, Inc.
Timothy and Lisa Elo
John and Terry Fazio
Joseph Feeney, Jr.
Joel and Jodie Flint
Ned Garinger
Timothy Gaynor
GE Foundation
Elizabeth Geise
Edward M. Glickman
Lauren Gluckman

The LAM Foundation would also like to thank the more than 716 donors
who contributed $5-$249. We appreciate your support.
The pink feather denotes that a donor has included The LAM Foundation in their charitable estate plan. By doing so, they are now
members of the Breath of Hope Legacy Society. To learn more about this, please contact us at info@thelamfoundation.org. If you have
made a planned gift to the Foundation, please let us know and earn your pink feather.
MG The MG denotes that these companies are matching gift companies. If your company matches gifts, please contact your HR department
to find out how to submit for a matching gift donation to The LAM Foundation.

The LAM Foundation has made every effort to be as accurate as possible when creating our list of contributors. If there is
an error in the recognition of your gift, please contact the Foundation at 513.777.6889 or info@thelamfoundation.org so
we may correct our records. Thank you.
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4015 Executive Park Dr., Ste. 320
Cincinnati, OH 45241
513.777.6889
info@thelamfoundation.org
www.thelamfoundation.org

June 1, 2014, was the 4th Annual Worldwide Awareness Day, a day designated by
the WLPC (Worldwide LAM Patient Coalition). Awareness events and campaigns
took place all over the world, including the USA, Australia, and China. A surge
of awareness happened on social media where many LAM patients took pictures
in their LAM shirts and posted them, bringing attention to LAM. There was also
a virtual event on The LAM Foundation Facebook page that reached over 7,500
people. Watch for more stories in the next edition of our Currents newsletter.

